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Sakura Sakura is a romantic comedy about two overbearing Sakuras and their light-hearted love triangle. Follow the story of
Tohru Inaba as he attempts to navigate the complicated see-saw of love.

The Dorm Guardian vs. The School Guardian

Tohru Inaba has always dreamed of living a co-ed life. That’s why, when he finally managed to transfer into the renowned
Rintoku Academy, he immediately fell head over heels for two Sakuras!

Nanako Sakura’s classes are strict, but at home, she turns into an overbearing mother.

Sakura Kirishima may seem cold and unfriendly, but she is always ready to lend a helping hand as the class representative.

These two girls are outwardly indifferent to Tohru, but put the three of them together and sparks begin to fly.

In the sakura-colored season of spring, two fussy Sakuras have been caught in a light-hearted love triangle.

The Internet Friend vs. The Childhood Friend

"You know how romance games always give the main character that best friend who tells him about the girls? I want to be that
guy."

Naoki Fuse, the self-proclaimed best friend, is always ready to tease Tohru about his situation with the two Sakuras.

But, unbeknownst to him, he is one side of yet another light-hearted love triangle.

Akira Nitta has been Naoki's friend since before they could read and write, and is now finally living under the same (dorm) roof
as him.

Kurumi Tachibana used to be Naoki's MMO raiding partner, but they were separated before she ever got a chance to meet him
in real life or tell him how she felt.

"I understand him better than anyone else."

Akira and Kurumi have Naoki stumped for the first time in his life. And so, Tohru finally gets a chance to see things from the
other side.

The curtains rise on this desolate showdown for love.
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Step into the shoes of two different protagonists each with their own love triangles.

A romantic visual novel featuring a Japanese voice cast.

Relive touching and hilarious CG scenes with the CG Gallery feature.
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Listen to your favorite tunes from the game in the Music Gallery.

Some additional tips:
Akira's birthday is November 23rd!

Moe isn't the most popular girl in school.
Nanako has no experience with love.

Sakura and Tohru don't get off to the most positive of starts.
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Title: Sakura Sakura
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Hiqosoft
Publisher:
Sol Press
Release Date: 19 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

English,Japanese
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Excellent game for any nostalgic of F-Zero and people who like intense and clutch gameplay, comboing tricks in a short time
frame. If on top of that you like highscoring and challenging your friends, this game is made for you !. Great job developers.. if
u love this game, this really worth it
. I had a lot of fun playing this game. I played this and the first one all in one sitting as they were pretty short. I did not like the
random "find the object" games they added to this edition. I also found I got lost a lot more in this one vs the first game. There
were items that were very easy to miss as they looked like their surroundings. The hints were not helpful at all either. You had to
be on the exact screen that the next step was on in order for the hint to show you anything which led to some frustration.
However, I still enjoyed playing it a lot and would recommend a pick up if you need something short to play and enjoy..
Entertaining, perhaps, for a time, but ultimately underwhelming. The learning curve is basically flat for the whole game till the
end, where it suddenly spikes hard. Oftentimes you are placed in a situation with no solution discoverable -- obvious or
otherwise. The narrator-type character's onscreen effect is the moral equivalent of alien beergoggles, it killed me more than
once. The game proper has very little depth, the upgrades are too expensive for you to ever see more than two of them (of which
you will most certainly want the fast-warp upgrade).

I never seemed to unlock the swap\/launch upgrade, even now at the supposed end of the game.

The "Explode people" mechanic is trite, the violence is unecessary pandering.

Taking a large view, this game feels short, two-dimensional (in terms of gameplay depth), and probably not worth 2$, much less
10$

Strong Reject on it's merits.. Casual simple logic game. Transform to the ball and back to the cube, and also use other features
pass to the exit of levels. Clear nice graphics, music not annoying, controls not always responsive, but overall it's ok.. This game
is horrible. I believe they have given up on the game and have also taken our money with them. Their website is no longer in
use. Steam should be taking this game down and be giving us all a refund.. Union Pacific
. Excellent artbook - cheap and very informative about the game, plus a few extra bits of information that are really interesting.
For those of you having trouble with the game it's also got a full strategy guide plus a list of all the achivements (in case you
can't wait to finish the missions!).. The dlc was way too short, should\u2019ve been longer. I would suggest waiting until Layers
of Fear goes on sale with this included.
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This game is SO FUN!!!. Very nice game. Short? Yes. Intense? Be sure of that. It is a shooter on rails. So what? You have
oportunity to pilot a mech. That's good enough for me.. The cutest creature in all of existence. Must protecc.. It's been 3 years
since this route was released. How does it hold up to TS 2018 DLC? Well, quite well, surprisingly.

Pros:
Length - It's over 200 MILES long. It'd definitely take you a while to explore all of the nooks and crannies that the Weardale &
Teesdale has to offer.

Time Period - Most of us first saw Darlington on the East Coast Main Line route back in the orignal "Rail Simulator", where it
was set in the 1970s to the early 1980s. In this version, Darlington looks stunning with a 1950 British vibe, with quite a few
railyards in and around the area.

Locomotives - The route comes with 4. The Class 08, 25, 37, and 101 DMU. The 37 and 08 are the originals from the Euro
Asset Pack and Class 08 DLC, respectively, but even with their age, they still work fine if you don't pay too much attention to
detail. The 25 and 101, I haven't seen in DLC packs before, so I do not know if they have been released before. The sounds on
the 25 and 101 are done quite well, and sound like they should. (Although, I am an American, so I haven't been up close to
either before.)

Textures - For TS2015 content, the textures are done quite well on all of it, from what I can see. No complaints.

Cons:
Locomotives - My main gripe with the 25 and the 101, is that you can't look in all directions in the cab. Barely enough to qualify
as a half circle. Other than that, no complaints.

Thoughts:
Route expansion - If someone backdated the original ECML DLC from York to Newcastle, and combined it with this route, it
would make it one epic route. It wouldn't be hard to do, although I can't do it, since I can't make a route to save my life.

Overall:
For $20 on sale, I didn't do too terribly badly. Could use a few updates here and there, and I don't really think it's worth $40,
especially for an older route, (Take in to consideration that I don't think a Ford F-150 should be over $30k by any means, either)
but it definitely falls under the "Get it if you can" catergory, alongside the Western Lines of Scotland and the Riviera Line in the
Fifties. 7\/10.. A VR Version of the Classic Arcade Game 'Asteroids'
Pros
- $2 for this game is well worth it. It is very much like a $0.25 arcade machine, that is currently best enjoyed in, say, 15-20
minutes spurts. Of course you can play as long as you like, but if you're looking for a epic space saga, you might want to try
something else.
- The reflections off of the cockpits from the surrounding space is fantastic, and aids to the sense of motion.
- The pitch and yaw controls have a realistic feel to them (e.g., you can't turn and stop on a dime), and forces you to kind of
predict your shots. Firing with 'your hands in the air like you just don't care' will likely leave you more frustrated.
- Having an asteroid pass right by your ship, and trying to keep track of it is very immersive.
- There is something cool when you have the boss ship (?) heading towards you, and after lining up the shot , you take it down.
- You have to grip the joystick in order to move your ship. Nice touch of realism, but after 25 minutes of playing, my wimpy
arm started to tire, and was not sure if I could take my raised arm and place it on my chari's arm rest, and still maintain control.

Cons
- Could use a 'reset view' option. I'm sitting in a rotating chair with wheels; on occassion I would shift in my chair, and then I
would be a little off center while in the cockpit.
- While the controls are relatively straightfoward, a brief explanation of what they are would not hurt either.
- It seems you are stuck in one place, and rotating 360 degrees in all axes. This works well from a gun turret perspective, but in
thinking this was like Asteroids, I half expected some form of thrust control. Not a bad thing, just not what I was expecting.
- I was expecting all asteroids to be coming form space, and heading towrds earth. Sometimes, when looking at earth, it looks
like some asteroids are being shot towards me from earth's surface. Maybe the smaller asteroids are caught in earth's orbit, and
are circling? (if so, being able to hunt them down would be cool).
- Some asteroids, when hit, have a very 2-D feel to them, and feel kind of 'meh' when you hit them (this is in comaprison to the
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great 3-D effect of an asteroids passing by your ship).
- If an asteroid gets past you and heads towards earth, there seems to be no consequence. I guess if this game had a 'Missile
Command' aspect to it, I might have an issue with it. While having the earth as a constant background adds to the feeling of
movement and tracking, it does feel weird that the earth is impervious to asteroid strikes.
- How does global scoring works? The number 1 person (the developer, I presume) had a score of 1800. After my 2nd try, I got
a score of almost 4,000, but the global leader board had my original score of 810.

Overall, I am pleased with the purchase, despite my complaining above. I had fun with it.. At first it seems like the game has
potential. It doesn't. The combat is basically button mashing until the mob dies. There really doesn't seem to be any finese in
melee. Mobs head straight at you so the ONE spell you get isn't hard to land. The traps are thoughtless. Some don't even give
you a chance of noticing them. I am one of those players that searches every nook and cranny. This game seems to have ZERO
reward for that. Just head for the exit while holding down run... After five and half hours I finally got my first equipment
"upgrade"; an axe... It is worse than the sword you start with. Seriously, there is no gear to be had in this game! I find gold bars
every now and again and I am still at a loss as to what good gold is for. I guess at certain parts of the game there are dudes that
sell you *temporary damages buffs, but I haven't seen the point. There is tons of crap to pick up everywhere, but it is junk. Find
a helmet? Don't get too excited, the game considers it junk in your inventory. Oh and then I guess if you take too long exploring
in a DUNGEON CRAWLER, some super tough mob teleports in and it doesn't seem to be harmed with melee... Hopefully you
didn't bother using spells... I can count on one hand the number of games I just quit before finishing no matter how bad they are,
this is one of them.

Sakura Sakura Available November 19th!:

Available November 19th. 4 Hours Remain on the Irotoridori no Sekai Kickstarter!:
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A magician who can heal any wound at the exchange of his memories, and a girl in need of help. This is the foundation of the
story of Irotoridori no Sekai, originally produced by visual novel producer Favorite in Japan!

Just 4 hours remain on the Irotoridori no Sekai Kickstarter, but we're almost there! We can really use all the help we can get to
bring this amazing game to the west!

You can find the Kickstarter campaign here!
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